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Dear Reader,

B

eing able to visualize a project before its actual
development

is

a

productive

experience

to

organizations using 3D printing services. The models
closely replicate the look, feel and functionality of the final
design. The significance behind this service mechanism is
its effectual value and usefulness.
This month, inSite crafts a portfolio featuring the current
activities and outlook of iKix users, with a deeper insight
in to a few new industry uses. This high quality and unique
service builds an unparalleled reach out to architects,

Schneider Electric Factory
Schneider Electric, a leading France based electrical
company has now set up its manufacturing factory in
Chennai.

designers, professionals in various segments. iKix 3D prints
is the only company in India in the 3D printing service. This
service is used not only in industrial design, architecture,
engineering, construction (AEC) and dental but also finds
its use in jewelry, footwear, automotive, aerospace and
medical industries.
For suggestions, comments or feedback contact
insite@ikix.in

L &T Railway Track Model

Happy Reading.
The Editorial Team

The railway department of Larsen and Toubro is planning
to start an institution in Kanchipuram where the recruited
candidates will be trained on the functionalities of the
advanced railway laying systems.

Marg Swarnabhoomi
Marg Swarnabhoomi, a mega integrated township project has been launched. The $400 million project is being developed in Cheyyur
Taluk on East Coast Road, Chennai. This contains Special Economic Zones (SEZs), catering to the Engineering industries as well as Multiservice sectors. The city also consists of a fully functional residential complex, shopping malls, recreation centre’s, sports facilities, schools,
colleges and universities, wellness centre’s, a golf course and a theme park.

iKix inSite is a monthly AEC newsletter. Visit www.ikix.in/insite

Supreme Effect and Value Investment
In conversation with Mr. K Moses, Plant Manager, Allison Transmission, India

it to all the industrial fraternities.

saved in case of any further on field

Accurate space management can be

modifications.”

mapped.
on

the

Discussions and debates
compound

walls,

pipeline

He

added,

“It

surpassed

our

irrigation

expectations to an extent that it actually

system, landscape, drains and the

seems like a mini factory inside the

angles were quick and efficient only

actual factory. We strongly recommend

When was the first time you heard

because of iKix 3D Prints.”

everyone to get a 3D model done before

about iKix 3D Prints?

Was there any use of 3D printing

a project starts as it is an undoubtedly

elevations,

road

space,

“We had a lot of struggle finding the

phenomenal investment.”

right vendor to work on 3D printing for
our factory layout. Most of the vendors

Do you see continuing benefit in

said they would create a hand-made

using iKix in your future projects?

model. One of our architectural firms

“We will definitely approach iKix for

told us about iKix 3D Prints and their

our next project as we had a great

excellent services provided to their

experience working with them.”

other clients. The iKix team came in

“We know that no other

with portable models and presented
it to us explaining the process and

vendor can execute such an

benefits; their competence called for an

that you probably did not expect

instant decision to work on the Allison

earlier?

end product or match the

Transmission Factory project.”

“We thought the only use of a model

quality and standard of the

would be to showcase it with no added

work delivered by iKix.”

What did you use iKix 3D Prints for

value but this looked like a live project

and where?

with minute detailing and intricate work

“It is time consuming and difficult trying

that’s been put in, to create the model.

What’s your feedback on iKix 3D

to walk the vendors and government

We realized the need of 3D printing 9

prints?

officials around the entire facility but

months after starting our project. If

iKix is absolutely passionate about

with the model being a replica and

we had the model from the start, lot of

catering 100% to its clients. Getting

having it right there with all the intricate

elements could have been understood

the model completed in a time frame

detailing, any sort of decision making

better and improvised on. To make

of just 4 weeks is incredible. Fantastic

and emergency changes was possible

any changes on an actual project after

finish with perfect quality of work,

without any hassle. The model is useful,

the construction has begun, time and

iKix is welcomed to bring any other

light and handy. It was of great use during

money is wasted. If the model is in use

organizations to show our model with

the factory inauguration to showcase

right from the beginning, costs can be

the exception of our competitors.

Absolutely Unique & Exclusive

Only mode to
Clarity

Chat with Mr Koshy, Executive Director, GRT Hotels and Resorts

“iKix made a presentation with a 3D
Print model which made an immediate

Mr. Vasudevan

impact and convinced me that this was

President, Embassy Group

an apt medium to start our new project,
as I saw the exclusivity and uniqueness

Embassy Group has constructed most of

behind this service. Normally, architects

the IT parks in Bangalore. Mr Vasudevan

and other professionals working on

says, “We have come up with our first

the projects perceive the plan by

residential project in Chennai, with two

viewing it on 2D AutoCAD drawings and

and four bedroom apartments close

cannot really picture the 3D version.

length, width and depth was properly

to OMR. Our architect Mr. Vimal Rajan

To be able to view a 3D model helps

comprehended.

the

who designed the Embassy Residency,

conceptualizing and understanding the

model

architects,

Chennai, was pleased with iKix effort.”

details of the project.”

owners and contractors to avoid any

He added, “We had to display our project

mistakes in the execution. It works very

to our clients which is extremely difficult

Mr. Koshy continues, “We asked iKix

well with marketing activities as the

in 2D format as you can’t visualize the

to make a model for our Coimbatore

model is compact, portable and easily

layout. For a layman to understand the

project.”

carried to anywhere. When the sales

usage of space around the building,

and marketing teams travel attending

color schemes or to understand and

exhibitions and fairs they can carry

make any modifications physically, 3D

extremely productive and

the model to display the project plan to

printing is the only mode. Improvement

useful apparatus from the

customers and travel agents. It is well

in a project plan can be achieved

understood and appreciated instead of

through this, as any minute defects can

seeing photographs or drawings on a

be spotted.

disc to know the details of the project

3D printing is a tremendous tool and

and how it looks. It’s also useful with

iKix is the only place for this. We had

security aspects of a project as it helps

a good experience working with the

in understanding the layout well and

iKix team as they are very efficient and

addresses emergency in advance in

took the initiative to meet the architects

expenses.”

case of any threat or fire risks.”

even before the deal was confirmed to

“This is an easy and effective way of

Mr. Koshy concludes saying, “Experience

discussion and planning. The interiors

we had with iKix and 3D printing service

were designed using this service

has been great. I have personally

and space allocations, proportions,

recommended the product to people in

utility of an entire area or floor, the

India and to people internationally.”

“3D printing served as an

beginning to understand
the layout and also to
make modifications to our
final plan, saving time and

to

our

We

presented

clients,

understand our requirements.“

iBulletin
In the older days, architects made design and drawings

iKix in Arts

by hand. Over the last 30 years CAD has made this task
easier. After the innovation of 3D printing, architects are
totally inclined to creating accurate 3D models to satisfy
their various requirements. This has made an important
change in the design methodology. 3D Printing is
almost becoming an indispensable tool for developing
Architectural designs and Construction plans.
3D printing is used in other industries as well. In the
automobile industry, engineers can check the fit of
different parts before they assign expensive production.
The US Army has also experimented with a 3D printer

New Artists now don’t just stick to painting on

capable of producing spare tank and other vehicle

canvas, they communicate through mixed media,

components in the battlefield.

installation, planar sculptures and the latest

3D Printing is useful to medical professionals, where

computer aided three-dimensional sculptures

dentists utilize this service to produce sample dental

for virtual effect. Some artists have extended

implants.

their medium by fabricating 360 degree models.

Another potential 3D printing usage is in the culture

iKix produces 3D prints with superior value and

industry. Sculptor Bathsheba Grossman uses 3D

quality excellence for artists venturing in to new

printers to create her works.

modes of digital sculpture. Artist B.O Shailesh with

This service is also being used in outer space; NASA has

the human body as a dominant trope expresses

already tested a 3D printer on an International Space

emotions like fright, excitement, anger, bravery

Station, and recently announced its requirement for a

and courage. His visual language is premised on

high resolution 3D printer to produce spacecraft parts

realism, mainly working on his human forms in

during deep space missions.

inexplicable yoga poses using 3D printing.

3D printing is sure to play some part in all of our futures
in time.

iKix 3D Prints Private Limited
No.58, Satyadev Avenue,
MRC Nagar, Chennai 600028.
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